Nociceptive sensitivity and lymphocytic index of peripheral blood in rats with different behavioral activity in model of inflammatory pain provoked by injection of freund's complete adjuvant and bovine serum albumin.
Nociceptive thresholds decreased in rats at the early stage of inflammatory reaction induced by subcutaneous injection of BSA and complete Freund's adjuvant. At the later stage of this reaction, there was a trend of restoring nociceptive parameters in behaviorally passive rats in contrast to active animals, which demonstrated further decrease in the nociceptive thresholds. During the late inflammatory period, the lymphocytic index (by Shaganin) changed unidirectionally in the rats with different behavioral parameters. Probably, the changes in nociceptive thresholds were not triggered by the shift in lymphocyte/segmented neutrophil ratio, but resulted from production of yet not established biologically active agents with proalgesic and analgesic nature.